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INTRODUCTION
A. Professional Discourse and the Second Amendment
Just after the nationwide debate over the so-called "Brady Bill," Professor Andrew McClurg
wrote an article entitled The Rhetoric of Gun Control,[1] in which he highlighted the numerous
logical fallacies committed by both sides during deliberations over the various gun control
measures offered in the bill.[2] McClurg, who personally favors gun control,[3] was troubled by
the "bad rhetoric" employed in that important public debate.[4] Surveying the field, he found
"rational discourse concerning gun control" to be "surprisingly thin."[5](p.228)
One reason for this, McClurg believed, was the lack of "professional discourse"[6] on gun
control.[7] He noted that the Supreme Court has decided only one case this century interpreting
the Second Amendment[8] and that scholarly discussion (at the time of his writing), while
growing, was virtually nil.[9] As a result, McClurg wrote, we were left with the "'low road' of
popular discourse to guide us toward resolving this vital issue."[10] He added colorfully that "the
gun control debate has taken on the 'anything goes' appearance of a professional wrestling match.
The rules of intellectually honest debate are ignored."[11] McClurg concluded that "a debate in
which fallacy so completely obscures reason is not simply unproductive, it is a dangerous way to
decide an issue as important as gun control."[12]

McClurg is certainly correct; and in the intervening four years between his article and the
present, the quality of public debate has gotten no better. Recall, for example, the muchpublicized exchange between Representatives Kennedy and Solomon on the House floor during
a debate over the proposed repeal of the assault weapons ban in 1995.[13] On the other hand, the
quality of the professional discourse regarding gun control and the Second Amendment has
improved, but such gains seem to be threatened by those who think that scholars who interpret
the Second Amendment as guaranteeing an individual right are arguing their constitutional case a
bit too successfully.[14] The authors (p.229)of Guns and the Constitution[15] think so, and have
developed an ingenious strategy for dealing with recent Second Amendment scholarship: ignore
it.

B. The Talking-Head Counterrevolutionaries
If the recent work of gun control advocates (and that of many federal courts)[16] is any guide,
there has not been a rise in the level of professional discourse on their side. It appears that many
of these scholars are not only allowing their work to be influenced by their strong feelings about
the utility of gun control and guns in general, but also are not interested in seriously engaging the
constitutional arguments put forth by Second Amendment scholars. Worse still is the blurring of
the lines between popular and professional discourse on the part of gun control advocates. It is
one thing to write an opinion piece expressing, well, one's opinion on the constitutionality of gun
control; it is quite another to present the same argument festooned with a few citations and call it
"scholarship."[17] In another context, Professor Glenn Reynolds has termed this "talking head
constitutionalism."[18] A few examples help to illustrate the point.(p.230)
Andrew Herz, in a recent Boston University Law Review[19] article, called on his like-minded
colleagues to "clear their hard drives" and "weigh in on gun control." But Herz counsels them to
eschew the "insular law review culture," in favor of fulfilling their "social responsibility to
venture forth to frame popular arguments"[20] -- popular arguments that are heavy on emotion
and light on fact, judging from Herz's article.
Herz spends about one-third of his article making the argument that the case law on the Second
Amendment is settled, and that since the Supreme Court has not granted certiorari on a Second
Amendment case since United States v. Miller[21] the issue should be regarded as settled for all
time.[22] The remainder of Herz's article is devoted to arguing, alternatively, that guns are evil,
the NRA bullies Congress into blocking reasonable gun legislation,[23] and that "the visual
media of television and film constantly glamorize and even eroticize the gun and gunmen."[24]
Herz also alleges that the gun industry "caters to criminals"[25] and that academics who
subscribe to the individual rights view have ignored their responsibility to educate the public
regarding the limits of the Second Amendment. He concludes by writing that academics who
remain silent will contribute to the "sacrifice [of] more than 100 men, women and children
everyday on the altar of exaggerated firearms freedoms."[26]
Another recent example is Garry Wills' essay in The New York Review of Books, in which he
criticizes recent Second Amendment scholarship.[27] Wills is a Pulitzer Prize-winning historian
and an adjunct professor at Northwestern University--just the type of scholar upon whom one
might count to elevate the debate. That is, until one reads Wills' op-eds on handguns, which

evince an anti-gun bias so profound as to approach the irrational.[28] Unfortunately, like his
(p.231)op-eds, Wills' essay is a polemic--this time masked as high-brow historical analysis.[29]
He ridicules the scholarship of those who support the position that the Second Amendment
guarantees an individual right,[30] discusses his own view of history (which he seems to assume
the reader will accept on faith)[31] and ultimately concludes that Madison proposed the Second
Amendment simply as a rhetorical ploy to quiet the Constitution's anti-federalist critics, knowing
all the while that the practical effect of the amendment would be nil.[32] Unfortunately, Wills'
conclusions have been cited approvingly in influential law review articles whose distinguished
authors have evidently not studied the matter in depth, and who are probably unaware of Wills'
bias.[33]
A final distressing example of talking-head constitutionalism is the subject of this review essay,
which purports to contribute to the debate surrounding the Second Amendment and the
constitutional limits of gun control. As I show in this Essay, the book not only contributes
nothing to the debate, but is in fact a hodge-podge of faulty reasoning, appealing to emotion and
irrelevant arguments masquerading as "professional discourse."
It appears that gun control advocates are employing this sort of scholarship as a substitute for
constitutional discourse in a rear-guard action--a counterrevolution--against those "Standard
Model" Second Amendment scholars[34] who have taken the time to substantiate their views
(often against (p.232)their personal predilections).[35] This "talking-head constitutionalism
counterrevolution," if left unchallenged, represents an unfortunate degradation of legal
scholarship.
Each chapter of Guns and the Constitution is a transcript of one of three conversations between
one of the persons given credit as an author, and an editor from the book's publisher. In addition
to Henigan, who is the general counsel for Handgun Control, Inc., the other authors are the
legislative counsel for the American Bar Association (Nicholson) and a lecturer at the Harvard
School of Public Health (Hemenway). Their book wastes little time actually attempting to prove
that there is a Second Amendment "myth"--every contributor to the book accepts as an article of
faith that the Second Amendment adds nothing to the debate over gun control. In criticizing the
book, therefore, one runs the risk of arguing past the authors.

I. FRAMING THE DEBATE
The tone for the rest of the book is set in the Foreword, written by Ira Helfand, an emergency
room physician in Northampton, Massachusetts. While it might seem strange to open a book
allegedly about gun control and constitutional law with a Foreword written by a physician, the
Foreword introduces themes to which the co-authors return throughout the book.

A. Recharacterizing the Debate
Dr. Helfand begins by noting the tremendous social cost of firearm violence. He writes that "the
United States is dealing with a major epidemic of gun violence."[36] Efforts to reduce gun
violence have been blocked, he writes, by "three powerful myths":[37] that the Second

Amendment prohibits gun control, that "Guns Don't Kill People, People Kill People," and that
widespread gun ownership deters crime.[38]
The main enemy of effective gun control, Helfand asserts, is the National Rifle Association. The
perpetuation of these "myths" is due to "a very deliberate and dishonest campaign of
disinformation by the gun industry and (p.233)their public relations front, the National Rifle
Association."[39] The NRA's efforts to block gun control measures are all the more insidious,
according to Helfand, because "they do not faithfully reflect the views of the majority of gun
owners ... or even, ... the views of their own membership."[40] Helfand concludes with an
analogy that the other authors will employ: the NRA is like the tobacco lobby. He writes:
The success of the gun industry and the NRA in blocking efforts to enact stricter
gun-control laws is a shocking story of the triumph of private financial and
political fortunes over public health needs. It is rivaled only by the success of the
tobacco industry in blocking efforts to limit the terrible death toll caused by
smoking. These are cautionary tales for those who would believe that government
is the root of our problems, and that a market free of societal and governmental
regulation can be counted upon to promote the public good.[41]
In a few pages, Helfand lays out the book's leitmotif: Gun violence is an issue of public health,
not constitutional law; and this "epidemic" requires strict gun control laws and increased
governmental regulation. The Second Amendment is no bar to the desired restrictions, the
argument goes, because important people, like Erwin Griswold and Elliot Richardson, have so
opined, and because lower federal courts have said the Second Amendment is meaningless.
Since there is no constitutional barrier to gun control, the only reason stricter gun control laws
have not been enacted is that lawmakers are beholden to, or scared of, the NRA. Just like the
tobacco lobby or the automotive industry, giant firearms corporations are making huge profits by
the manufacture and sale of dangerous products, and using a portion of these profits to ensure
they are not prohibited from making more money. Therefore, greater governmental regulation is
needed to curb the disproportionate influence exerted by the "gun lobby."
While that argument may have a certain emotional appeal, the presence of the Second
Amendment in the text of the Constitution has provided constitutional ammunition to those who
oppose such a "common sense" call for gun control, since an equally "common sense" reading of
the Constitution suggests that such measures might be unconstitutional. Therefore, it has always
been imperative that the Second Amendment be explained away--hence the (p.234)appearance of
the "collective rights" theory of the Second Amendment, which is explained in more detail by
Dennis Henigan.[42]

II. DENNIS HENIGAN: DOWN THE SLIPPERY SLOPE
A. Henigan's Collective Right Interpretation of the Second Amendment
Henigan devotes much of his portion of the book summarizing his collective right view of the
Second Amendment,[43] in which the introductory phrase of the Second Amendment ("[a] well
regulated Militia, being necessary for the security of a free state") operates as a limitation upon

"the right of the people to keep and bear arms."[44] According to Henigan, only a "well
regulated" militia--which Henigan maintains is the modern National Guard--has the right to
"keep and bear arms." Moreover, Henigan's theory of the Second Amendment locates the right
with states, as opposed to individuals. The main problem with Henigan's theory is not only that it
finds little support in either the text[45] or the original understanding of the amendment's
adoption; but also, Henigan himself does not really take his own argument seriously. If he did, he
might be supporting, among other things, the right of states to nullify federal gun control
regulations, like the assault weapons ban.[46]
To get around this, Henigan interprets the "well regulated Militia" mentioned in the introductory
clause of the Second Amendment as "federally regulated," or in his words, today's National
Guard.[47] Conveniently, his interpretation has the practical effect of rendering the Second
Amendment (p.235)a nullity since, according Henigan, the Supreme Court has held that the
National Guard is the equivalent of the militia.[48] Since "gun-control laws typically exempt the
National Guard," Henigan argues, "the Second Amendment has been essentially irrelevant in
terms of an actual constitutional barrier to gun-control laws...."[49] Unfortunately, as many noted
scholars have demonstrated, the National Guard is not the "Militia" the Framers of the Second
Amendment had in mind.[50]
Henigan attempts to counter the textualist and originalist arguments by appealing to stare decisis.
Henigan claims that the United States Supreme Court,[51] all the federal lower courts,[52] many
states courts,[53] as well as history[54] support his conclusion that the amendment poses no
constitutional problem for gun control measures. Henigan states that "in United States v. Miller
the [Supreme] Court laid out the basic Second Amendment analysis that has informed judicial
decision-making on this issue to this day."[55] As I have argued elsewhere, the Miller decision
raised more questions than it answered, and its (p.236)application by lower federal courts has
been less than completely faithful to the Supreme Court's actual holding.[56]
Henigan also writes confidently of having "constitutional policy" on his side when it comes to
applying the Second Amendment to actual cases. He states that:
a strong argument can be made, in terms of constitutional theory and
constitutional policy, that it makes absolutely no sense to apply the same
constitutional standards in free speech cases to right-to-bear-arms cases because
of the nature of the right, and the effect on the community's interest of
unrestricted exercise of that right.[57]
Henigan declines to outline such an argument, or otherwise answer contrary persuasive
arguments that have been made, which conclude that there is no reason to treat the Second
Amendment any differently than, for example, the First Amendment.[58]
What Henigan does not have on his side is much in the way of scholarly support;[59] nor does he
seem to need it. He makes no attempt to refute those scholars who advocate the individual rights
position with persuasive evidence supporting his position. Instead, he maintains that anyone
supporting the Standard Model view is either a stooge for the National Rifle Association, or is
irresponsibly giving aid and comfort to the various "neo-militias" whose presence around the

country has been (p.237)widely publicized of late.[60] He argues as if the National Rifle
Association was the only organization promoting an individual rights position.[61]

B. The Insurrectionist Theory of the Second Amendment
Henigan characterizes the arguments made by those who have suggested that the Second
Amendment ought to be taken seriously as supporting an "insurrection theory" of the Second
Amendment,[62] and a "constitutional right to revolution."[63] Might such a theory (which he
unfairly attributes to Texas law professor Sanford Levinson), Henigan asks, encompass "an
individual's right to determine when government has gone too far?"[64] "Who," he asks, poised
on the edge of his slippery slope, "is to determine when government has gone too far?"[65]
Having taken the first step, Henigan picks up speed on the way down, darkly warning that
[i]f [the insurrectionist theory] is seriously being suggested as a constitutional
right, then these advocates ... are sowing the seeds of anarchy in this country. I
believe that ... their position is a prescription for anarchy--anarchy that is
inconsistent with the protection of the other rights in the Bill of Rights.[66]
A glance at Levinson's article shows that nowhere in the text does he suggest that there is a
"constitutional right" to revolution.[67] It simply does not follow from (p.238)Levinson's
observations about the ideological context in which the right to bear arms was articulated that an
individual right interpretation of the Second Amendment would require "the courts to determine
whether the government has become sufficiently 'tyrannical' so that armed insurrection becomes
constitutionally protected."[68] Neither does Henigan's assertion that "[t]he logical extension of
Levinson's position is that courts are powerless to punish armed insurrection against the
government so long as the revolutionaries believe in good faith that the government has become
a tyranny"[69] necessarily follow either.
Either Henigan is being deliberately obtuse in order to arouse sympathy for his "common sense"
view of the Second Amendment, or else in reading all the scholarship dealing with the
ideological origins of the Second Amendment, Henigan has just missed the point. The scholars
who have written on the Second Amendment have been quite circumspect when it comes to
writing about revolution--particularly in light of the appearance of private militias and an
increase in the level of general antipathy towards the government.[70] None would argue for the
existence of a constitutionally protected right to revolution, because the existence of such a right
might mean the state would be rendered helpless to engage in self-preservation. Moreover, the
Constitution itself (p.239)explicitly empowers the federal government to oppose rebellion on a
national scale, as well as within the states.[71]
The Second Amendment, however, seems to offer citizens an assurance that should the
government attempt to move against real or imagined rebels unreasonably or prematurely, the
citizenry would have the means to oppose it. University of Texas law professor and noted First
Amendment scholar, L.A. Powe, Jr., has made a useful analogy between the First Amendment's
traditional prohibition against prior restraint and the Second Amendment.[72] According to
Powe, outlawing prior restraint did not confer immunity from prosecution for seditious libel after
publication, but merely left the decision whether punishment would be imposed up to a jury.[73]

As for the Second Amendment, the analogy works something like this: should someone (mis)use
the Second Amendment and start a rebellion when the government was not acting oppressively,
the conspirators could (and should) be punished. But disarming the population because someone
might endanger the existence of the state would be a form of prior restraint that the Second
Amendment prohibits.[74]
Yet, confident that Henigan's critique of Sanford Levinson's article is a sufficient repudiation of
the entire Standard Model school; and believing that the parade of presumed legal luminaries
quoted at the beginning of the book who claim the Second Amendment is meaningless makes it
so, the rest of the book proceeds to discuss gun control with only bare mention of the Second
Amendment.

III. THE ABA AND THE SECOND AMENDMENT
Like other members of the "elite bar," the American Bar Association has gone to great lengths to
deny the Second Amendment a place in the pantheon of individual rights.[75] It has even
instituted a campaign to "educate" the laity about the Second Amendment's modern
irrelevance.[76] Like his co-authors, Bruce Nicholson, the ABA's legislative counsel, assumes
that opposition to gun control is monolithic, beginning and (p.240)ending with the NRA.[77] In
addition, Nicholson accuses those who object to gun control measures on Second Amendment
grounds of having an hidden agenda. According to Nicholson, legislators have long used the
Second Amendment as a "smoke screen ... to avoid action,"[78] because "lawmakers know quite
well that the Second Amendment, with regard to gun-control legislation affecting private
individuals, is not relevant in a prohibitive sense."[79] A combination of news media
"negligence" and "electoral politics behind the gun control issue," argues Nicholson, has kept
alive the "myth of the Second Amendment."[80]
Nicholson thinks that more comprehensive gun control legislation is needed to prove that gun
control legislation works. The reason such has not been forthcoming is because of the political
clout of the NRA and the timidity of lawmakers in opposing the gun lobby.[81] Echoing Dr.
Helfand, Nicholson draws comparisons between the NRA and the tobacco lobby,[82] again
invoking the "public health" arguments against guns.[83]
Nicholson then advocates passage of the so-called Brady II bill that would, inter alia, restrict gun
ownership to those twenty-one years and up,[84] institute extensive licensing requirements,[85]
restrict gun purchases to one a month[86] and prohibit those who are currently under a
restraining order from owning firearms.[87]
What is missing from Nicholson's dialogue is any discussion of whether or not such measures are
constitutional. While it may be true that Brady II is a "moderate piece of legislation" when
compared to the "firearms laws in other industrialized countries,"[88] those countries do not
offer guarantees for the right to bear arms in their constitutions. The ABA's willingness to
pronounce the Second Amendment a dead letter rests upon the fact that all lower federal courts
presented with Second Amendment challenges to federal gun control regulations have chosen to
interpret (p.241)Miller as holding that the Second Amendment protects no individual right. But, as
I have shown in another article,[89] a casual glance at these federal court opinions show them to

be at best misleading[90] and at worst, error-filled[91] and intellectually dishonest.[92]
Furthermore, as Professor Powe writes: "[C]onstitutional law scholars have never been in the
habit of deferring on constitutional issues to the random panels of lower courts and why [the
Second Amendment] should be the one area where we would choose to do so escapes me."[93]
It is a curious feature of the book that the lawyer-lobbyist for a gun control group (Henigan) is
held forth as the objective expert on the constitutional history of the Second Amendment, while
the spokesman for the "premier" legal professional association, for his part, blithely assigns a
portion of our nation's legal charter to join the Privileges and Immunities Clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment,[94] the Ninth Amendment[95] and the Guarantee Clause[96] in
constitutional purgatory--destined forever to be what Lawrence Sager termed "underenforced
constitutional norms."[97] Neither the rule of law, nor public perception of the legal profession is
well served by treating a provision of the Bill of Rights as meaningless, particularly when doing
so is out of line not only with public opinion,[98] but also with the opinions of legal scholars
who have considered the issue thoughtfully.[99] As the final chapter shows, the authors'
solutions to America's gun "problem" requires that the Second Amendment be neutralized,
preferably by lawyers who have the authority to influence public opinion. Otherwise, the
analogies to automobile licensure and the contrasts between the United States and the strict gun
control laws of other "industrialized" countries lose their force. There is, after all, no
constitutional guarantee to a driver's license, and other countries have not chosen to guarantee
explicitly the right to bear arms in their constitutions.(p.242)

IV. THE SECOND AMENDMENT AND THE "PUBLIC
HEALTH" GAMBIT
In the final chapter of the book, David Hemenway, a lecturer at Harvard's school of public
health, analyzes gun violence from a "public health" point of view.[100] Hemenway's public
health approach differs from that of the "medical establishment"[101] in that the former "focuses
directly on prevention--stopping the problem before it happens.... [and] tends to look at the
community as a whole, rather than one individual at a time."[102]
Hemenway believes that empirical evidence supports his claim that gun ownership increases
accidental deaths due to, among other things, improper storage,[103] and has even led to an
increase in adolescent suicides in the last twenty years.[104] Lest one think firearms safety
education might help reduce the number of accidental deaths due to firearms, Hemenway quickly
adds that "gun owners who had received formal training were more likely to store their guns in
[an] unsafe condition";[105] that is, loaded and unlocked.
Hemenway also believes that the approaches taken to make automobiles safer could be applied to
make guns safer. The creation of a federal agency empowered to promulgate strict gun safety
standards is a start.[106] Hemenway finds it "ridiculous that so many of the rules regulating
firearms have to go through the legislative rather than the administrative process."[107]
Hemenway notes that as Congress should not spend its time "determining the side-impact
performance standards for automobiles," it likewise should not "be in the business of deciding
which firearms are and are not assault weapons."[108] To pay for the necessary oversight

involved and for the "huge costs on (p.243)society" imposed by "the medical treatment of gunshot
wounds," Hemenway believes a high tax on guns and ammunition is warranted.[109] Reducing
the number of firearms dealers should likewise be effected, again by a higher tax on dealer
licenses.[110]
Again, the Second Amendment is bypassed altogether,[111] the discussion proceeding
immediately to a comparison of the United States' lack of gun control laws, relative to England
and Canada.[112] Hemenway enthusiastically pursues this line of argument by describing the
number of other "developed countries" that have "heavily restricted" handgun ownership.[113]
Nor does Hemenway restrict his calls for strict gun control to handguns. Discounting the Swiss
model of gun ownership, Hemenway says "guns available in Switzerland are not handguns, nor
are they personally owned by the civilian population. Rather, they are military weapons assigned
to a militia for use in the event of war. In Switzerland, gun ownership comes with a burden of
civic responsibility."[114]
Instead of making the plausible argument that Americans should try to instill that type of social
responsibility in their gun owners,[115] Hemenway summarily dismisses American motives for
gun ownership: "[A] large proportion of guns in private households in the United States are
handguns. These guns are not for national defense, (p.244)but are truly personal weapons,
designed for use against other citizens. They are under the domain of the individual owner and
are owned for personal gratification, with no obligation to the state."[116] Yet Hemenway
neither calls for the reinstitution of universal military service, nor does he believe that allowing
citizens to purchase military weapons vitiates the need to regulate private gun ownership heavily.
Later in the chapter he notes approvingly that "[t]he ban on machine guns, the weapons mobsters
used in the 1930s, successfully eliminated this weapon from criminal and noncriminal use."[117]
There are, however, plausible interpretations of the Second Amendment that would uphold
restrictions upon certain types of handguns like the much-maligned "Saturday Night Specials,"
while striking down the legislation of the 1930s that banned unlicensed possession of machine
guns because such are the types of military weapons the amendment was intended to
protect.[118] Hemenway does not examine the contradictory implications of his statements.
Hemenway also alludes to studies purporting to show "a general link between handgun
availability and handgun use in violent crime."[119] According to Hemenway, claims about the
deterrence of crimes by an armed populace and prevention of crimes during their commission by
armed victims are "uncertain."[120] Moreover, Hemenway discounts the studies of Gary
Kleck,[121] who has published studies suggesting that gun possession deters crime[122] in favor
of a study by Arthur Kellerman, which stated that (p.245)"'[p]eople who keep guns in their homes
appear to be at greater risk of homicide in the home than people who do not.'"[123]
The Kellerman study cited by Hemenway has been much criticized[124] and there is a recent
study out that alleges a connection between gun ownership and a drop in the overall violent
crime rate.[125] Moreover, there is considerable evidence that the public health establishment is,
despite its scientific pretensions, driven solely by an anti-gun agenda.[126] My primary objection
to Hemenway's chapter, though, is the same as to Dr. Helfand's Foreword: it is irrelevant to the
supposed subject of the book. Hemenway never answers the objections to his let's-treat-guns-

like-cars analogy: that there is no constitutional right to drive a car.[127] Further, he never
speculates on what types of gun control limitations might, consistent with the Second
Amendment, be; or conversely, what kinds of gun control measures might warrant invalidation
under the Second Amendment.[128]
Hemenway's faith in the ability of bureaucracy to regulate firearms without becoming oppressive
seems hopelessly retrograde not only in light of the prevailing political climate of the country
right now, but also in light of the recent work by "public choice" scholars who question the
assumption that executive agencies are best suited to act in the public interest.[129] Moreover,
Hemenway seems oblivious to the (p.246)dangers inherent in similar "common sense" solutions to
perceived public health problems that denigrate individual liberties. For example, a common
sense solution for controlling the AIDS epidemic might be to require mandatory testing for
members of high-risk groups, then to quarantine all those who test positive for the virus. Not
surprisingly, when addressing these problems, other public health experts have been much more
concerned with fashioning solutions that do not involve the creation of additional bureaucracy or
onerous governmental regulations.

V. THE RHETORICAL FALLACIES OF THE TALKINGHEAD
CONSTITUTIONALISTS
In the article mentioned earlier in this Essay, Professor McClurg maintained that professional
discourse should serve as "an anchor of reason" in the debate surrounding gun control.[130]
"[N]o matter how bombastic or outrageous the popular discourse becomes, a foundation of
rationality exists in the professional dialogue that is available to guide the decision making of
those vested with power to reform the law."[131] I would qualify the foregoing sentence with the
word "should." As I have shown, the contributors to Guns and the Constitution commit some of
the same logical and rhetorical errors McClurg catalogued in his survey of the public discourse
surrounding the passage of the Brady Bill.

A. Appeals to Improper Authority
McClurg notes that
speakers can promote the credibility of their arguments by aligning themselves
with persons of outstanding character and reputation who share their views. This
is not fallacious if these authorities have specialized knowledge concerning the
problems they address.... But where the person is not qualified as an expert ...
appealing to that person's judgment as a basis for deciding an issue commits the
fallacy of ... an improper appeal to authority.[132]
Many of those quoted in Guns and the Constitution, however well-qualified they might be in the
fields of medicine or public health, are simply unqualified to impart useful information regarding
whether or not there is, as the subtitle of the book states, a "myth" that the Second Amendment is
a barrier to gun control. However moving Dr. Helfand's anecdotes, taken from his experiences as

an emergency room doctor, are, (p.247)they are wholly irrelevant to the debate over constitutional
limitations on gun control measures. Similarly irrelevant is the public health approach to gun
violence, which characterizes it as an "epidemic" or similar sort of health problem that requires
governmental restrictions on the supposed "cause" of the violence; that is, handguns and assault
weapons.
Moreover, the authors' use of quotations from respected members of the legal community[133]
who happen to believe that the Second Amendment offers nothing to the individual in the way of
a judicially-enforceable guarantee is similarly misleading. First, one might note that all those
statements were made in the context of public, as opposed to professional discourse. All the
quoted statements were apparently made either in public remarks or in newspaper opinion pieces.
Further, it should be emphasized that none of those persons quoted have published a scholarly
article on the Second Amendment, or have given the "unanimous" federal court opinions a close
reading. It is likely that these men were simply repeating the conventional wisdom regarding the
Second Amendment as they learned it. But just because they think the Second Amendment is
meaningless does not make it so, nor should their opinions be regarded as somehow more
persuasive than those of say, Sanford Levinson or William Van Alstyne, both of whom have
made their claims about the Second Amendment while engaging in professional discourse.

B. The Ever-Popular Ad Hominem
Andrew McClurg also observes that "[a] time-honored rule of effective persuasion is that it may
be more profitable to attack the arguer than it is to attack the argument."[134] This is particularly
true of Guns and the Constitution. The authors of the book use every opportunity to heap scorn
upon the National Rifle Association as the fountainhead of error regarding the Second
Amendment, and as the chief corrupter of politicians who would, but for the bullying of the
NRA, vote for "reasonable" gun control legislation. Repeated comparisons to the tobacco
companies and the automotive industry reveal the extent to which the authors believe guns and
the gun lobby are grave threats to the health of the nation. The authors spend so much time
tearing down the NRA that they conveniently ignore the arguments that both the NRA and those
who are not NRA members are making about the Second Amendment guaranteeing an individual
right. That the NRA has taken what some may consider extreme positions in the past, and has
used its political muscle to target certain (p.248)politicians unfairly as "gun grabbers," does not
mean that it is incapable of being on the winning side of an argument such as the one over the
meaning of the Second Amendment.

C. Slippery Slopes, Red Herrings and Straw Men
In his article, McClurg included a discussion of "Fallacies of Diversion."[135] These fallacies
"operate by distorting the reasoning process in ways intended to make the audience lose track of
or ignore the real point. This is accomplished through overstatement and understatement, by
making irrelevant connections between premises and conclusions, and by drawing irrelevant
analogies."[136]
1. The Slippery Slope

The slippery slope "consists of attacking a proposal by raising the spectre of terrible results that
will follow if the proposal is adopted."[137] As McClurg points out, this is used with great
effectiveness by both sides in the Brady Bill debate.[138] It is a favorite of federal courts, which
never tire of straining the limits of logic when asked to recognize an individual right to keep and
bear arms.[139] Similarly, Dennis Henigan's "insurrectionist theory of the Second Amendment"
similarly invokes a parade of horribles as the natural result of recognizing an individual's right to
bear arms.
2. The Second Amendment Absolutist: A Straw Man
The authors of Guns and the Constitution also never tire of contrasting the "common sense" of
various "reasonable"[140] gun control measures with "Second Amendment absolutists" who
oppose every gun control measure. Alternatively, they contrast themselves (and other
"reasonable" people) with the "radical" NRA that supports cop-killer bullets, plastic guns and
other "extreme" positions.[141] While this (p.249)might be a valid complaint if the NRA was the
only one making an argument for giving meaning to the Second Amendment, it is not and has
not been for several years now. Moreover, most who have looked at the Second Amendment
readily admit that it is no more absolute than the First Amendment.[142] The relevant questions
are: "How much regulation is constitutionally permissible?" or "Is it permissible to ban an entire
class of weapons based on certain physical characteristics the weapons possess?" These are
questions that deserve attention in the course of meaningful professional dialogue of the sort
eschewed by the authors of the book.
3. The Red Herring
A close relative of the straw man, the red herring "divert[s] attention by sending the audience
chasing down the wrong trail after a non-issue."[143] For example, to the extent that the debate
centers around the question of whether the Second Amendment protects an individual right to
keep and bear arms, or whether that right belongs to an undifferentiated mass citizenry, the
whole "public health" argument is a red herring. It is simply constitutionally irrelevant.
Similarly, pro-gun control arguments that concentrate on how much less restrictive gun control
proposals like Brady II are as compared to the gun control policies of other countries are
similarly misleading because other countries have not protected firearms in their constitutions the
way the United States has.
4. The Faulty Analogy
A related fallacy of diversion is the faulty analogy. In Guns and the Constitution, the faulty
analogy most often made is between guns and automobiles. Bruce Nicholson and David
Hemenway both make the case for the creation of a federal bureaucracy to promulgate safety
standards for guns similar to that which issues safety standards for automobiles. As Professor
McClurg points out, "[f]or an analogy to be valid, the situations being analogized must be truly
similar. Moreover, they must be alike in ways that are important to the reason why the analogy is
being drawn."[144] In the guns-cars comparison, the situations are inapposite.

Guns often perform exactly how they are supposed to: one pulls the trigger and the gun
discharges. On the other hand, safety standards for cars often result from design flaws that cause
automobiles to react in ways consumers do not expect, like when they explode in rear-end
collisions. Encumbering guns with devices ostensibly to make (p.250)them "safer" might have the
result of rendering them as effective for their intended purpose as the blunted safety scissors used
by preschoolers.
Moreover, the arguments that guns ought to be registered and licensed just like cars suffers from
the same faulty analogy.[145] Bruce Nicholson states that registration "provide[s] the public
interest with a certain measure of protection and accountability for individual ownership, and it
provides a system that addresses public safety and public concern about ownership."[146] Yet
such an argument again ignores the constitutional dimension to gun ownership expressed in the
Second Amendment. Note that, at least in the context of the First Amendment, similar regulation
by governmental authorities has been held to be unconstitutional.[147] Were it not for the fact
that the right to bear arms were at issue, one wonders whether Bruce Nicholson and the
American Bar Association would be so sanguine about extensive federal licensure and
registration requirements as a precondition to the exercise of other rights guaranteed in the
Constitution.
Professor McClurg concluded his article by locating the origin of fallacies in "unconscious selfdeception."[148] He wrote:
[w]e often believe ideas or principles not so much because they have been proven
to us, but because our passion, interest, and self-love allow us to deceive
ourselves. In other words, we believe what we want to believe; truth and utility
become one and the same. This self-deception allows us to kill or at least suppress
any doubts we might have in forming opinions about an issue. The result is that
the judgments we make and accept concerning the issue are false..., [and] the
more an issue stimulates our passion or threatens our personal interests, the more
likely it is that we will resort to faulty reasoning in debating the issue and the
more likely it is that we will accept faulty reasoning from others.[149]
Of course, Professor McClurg was looking at the debate through the lens of public discourse.
While legal scholars and law professors are still human, and are thus still susceptible to emotion,
in the conduct of their professional discourse they should aspire to control those passions in
favor of a disinterested approach that provides illumination for public discourse. It seems that
disciplining our professional discourse is not an unreasonable goal. Otherwise the whole
scholarly process is undermined--what good is it to spend hours researching, thinking and
writing about a topic if one's peers have made up their minds on a subject and refuse to entertain
other points of view?(p.251)
"When no common ground can be found regarding an issue," McClurg wrote, "there is no room
for compromise. To acknowledge that there are reasonable and meritorious arguments on the
other side in such a case is to discredit one's own beliefs."[150] Professional discourse on the
Second Amendment, gun control, or any other issue, is best served it seems when a participant in
the dialogue approaches her subject a little unsure of the "rightness" of her position.

VI. THE PRICE OF "TALKING HEAD"
CONSTITUTIONALISM
Describing the "'anything goes'" atmosphere of the gun control debate, McClurg compared it to
"a professional wrestling match."[151]
The rules of intellectually honest debate are ignored. Illicit stratagems designed to
gain competitive advantage are as likely to be cheered as jeered. I have never
been quite sure whether to sit back and laugh at the absurdity of it all or jump into
the ring swinging a chair.[152]
Unfortunately, despite McClurg's faith in the ability of professional discourse to elevate public
discourse, the opposite appears to be true in the debate over the meaning of the Second
Amendment: the emotional appeals of public discourse are finding their way into the pages of
law reviews, and are jeopardizing the ability to maintain meaningful professional discourse on
the matter. Instead of reacting with amusement, scholars, whatever their views, should resist
vigorously the encroachment of talking-head constitutionalism wherever it surfaces.[153] But it
should be resisted in a dispassionate, reasoned manner that requires the discipline and
detachment it foreswears. For however viscerally satisfying it might be to swing a chair in the
ring of discourse, the aftermath impoverishes both sides, and leaves the public no more
knowledgeable on the issue than before. Worse, the name-calling, faulty logic, and inability to
find common ground breeds cynicism and distrust in the people scholars are supposed to be
educating. Thus, in addition to dumbing down the dialectic, we debase our own profession as
well.(p.252)
Moreover, I believe that Henigan and his fellow-travelers are wrong to attempt to squelch debate
on the meaning of the Second Amendment, or any other provision of the Constitution for that
matter, by saying that the courts have "settled" the issue. The implication is that further
discussion is a waste of time. Scholars too frequently equate the Constitution with outcomes of
Supreme Court cases,[154] even though the Supreme Court itself has recognized that it is the
Constitution and not the judicial gloss placed upon it by judges that is the law of the land.[155]
Such strong appeals to stare decisis often occur only when one is satisfied with how the Court
has decided the issue. Allowing erroneous decisions to stand unexamined by scholars, and to be
cited over and again by courts, thus acquiring the status of "settled law," creates a judicial
sclerosis where error ossifies and is venerated in the name of continuity and stability.[156] The
irony is that such an attitude can undermine stability by producing outcomes that seem absurd
from the point of view of the laity.
In fashioning rules for constitutional discourse, scholars should neither "abandon the law review
culture," as suggested by Andrew Herz, nor should they produce one-sided opinion pieces like
Messrs. Henigan, Hemenway and Nicholson, which fail to engage, or even acknowledge,
reasonable arguments that run counter to their position. Scholars do have a "dialogic
responsibility," but it is neither a derelict nor irresponsible exercise of that responsibility to
question old assumptions about "settled law."

Those looking for a strong constitutional counter argument to the arguments made by an evergrowing number of Standard Model scholars should be disappointed in this book. At best, the
book presents an emotional "take-it-to-the-people" argument of the sort Andrew Herz urged in
his article.[157] Its tone is that of public, not professional discourse, yet without the honesty of
an op-ed, for Guns and the Constitution purports to be a work of scholarship. The approach is
one likely to be adopted in the future by anti-Standard Modelers of all stripes, and might prove
frustrating to those wanting straightforward engagement of the issue.(p.253)
There is a price to be paid for this conscious blurring of the lines between public and
professional discourse, and the deliberate attempt to marginalize a provision of the Bill of Rights.
Dialogue implies a two-way conversation; when parties are talking at, and not with, one another,
common ground can never be discovered, and progress is never made. However "insular" the
"law review universe" may be, it is the forum in which ideas are discussed among those who are
supposed to provide structure for legal debates. When we settle for less rigorous standards, we
risk a subtle, possibly imperceptible, but inevitable lowering of standards that has wreaked havoc
in American politics, in the news media, and which now perhaps imperils legal scholarship. The
Constitution, and the People, deserve better.
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[110] Id.
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A[letheia] P[ress]: I hope that, at this point, we have a foundation for a
substantive discussion of the more contentious issues that are being debated today
by advocates and opponents of gun control. Even some of your basic observations
are contested by the NRA leadership; for example, the NRA rejects the motor
vehicle analogy on constitutional grounds, that is, on Second Amendment
grounds. This is a frivolous argument, and it is clear that there is no constitutional
barrier to regulating firearms.
Id. (citations omitted).
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individually by the Swiss people. See Benjamin R. Barber, The Death of Communal Liberty: A
History of Freedom in a Swiss Mountain Canton 269-71 (1974). Barber writes:
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Id. at 270.
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Militia: A Communitarian Case for Arms Bearing, Wm. & Mary Bill Rts. J. (forthcoming 1997)
(criticizing the Communitarian movement's call for domestic disarmament in their platform as
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[116] Henigan, et al., supra note 15, at 67. Note the implication of Hemenway's contrast
between weapons kept in Switzerland, where an obligation to the state attaches to ownership of
that firearm, and those in the United States, who keep them for "personal gratification."
Hemenway's gross generalization aside, there is an important point that Hemenway does not
consider: the connection between the right of personal defense, and the right of the body politic
to defend itself against tyranny. Don Kates has argued that there was a close fit in the minds of
the Framers among the Second Amendment, the use of the militia to defend the state, and the
individual's natural right to self-defense. See Don B. Kates, Jr., The Second Amendment and the
Ideology of Self-Protection, 9 Const. Comm. 87, 89 (1992) (describing the importance of selfdefense to the Framers). According to Kates, as a collective polity had the natural "right" to
defend itself against enemies, foreign and domestic, by force of arms if necessary, an individual
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that, "[L]aPierre also stated that the right for Americans to own guns is a 'God-given right.' I
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Amendment is subject to limits, as is the First Amendment. See Kates, Handgun Prohibition,
supra note 14, at 257 ("Recognizing that the [Second] amendment guarantees an individual right
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